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The Exploitation of Natural 
Resources in Outer Space 



‘Space Mining’: Taking Stock 
u  Two major private projects gearing up
u  Recent US Act includes Title on ‘space mining’
u  Luxembourg plans to facilitate ‘space mining’
u  International space law applies only tangentially

§  Outer Space Treaty: ‘province of all mankind’ & 
benefits of all countries, non-appropriation of the area, 
freedom of scientific exploration, & requirement of 
international cooperation & access

§  Moon Agreement: ratified by only a few & (only) 
calling for an international regime



Space Law & ‘Space Mining’ so far 
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I. The U.S. Commercial Space Launch Competitiveness Act 
	
On 25 November 2015, the President of the United States signed into law the U.S. 
Commercial Space Launch Competitiveness Act (H.R. 2262).1  
 
It consists of four Titles: I. Spurring Private Aerospace Competitiveness and 
Entrepreneurship; II. Commercial Remote Sensing; III. Office of Space Commerce; 
and IV. Space Resource Exploration and Utilization.  
 
Title IV, which is of interest here, addresses in a preliminary way space resource 
exploitation. 
 
It consists of three sections, whereby Section 402 with its amendments contains 
most of the substantial legal provisions and envisions: the facilitation of “commercial 
exploitation for and commercial recovery of space resources by United States 
citizens”; discouragement of “government barriers to the development in the United 
States of economically viable, safe, and stable industries for commercial exploration”; 
and promotion of “the right of United States citizens to engage in commercial 
explorations for and commercial recovery of space resources free from harmful 
interference, in accordance with the international obligations of the United States and 
subject to authorization and continuing supervision by the Federal Government”. 
 
The Act determines in § 51303 that United States citizens engaged in commercial 
recovery of an asteroid resource or a space resource under this chapter “shall be 
entitled to any asteroid resource or space resource obtained, including to possess, 
own, transport, use and sell the asteroid resource or space resource obtained in 
accordance with applicable law, including the international obligations of the United 
States.” 
 

																																																													
1 See https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/house-bill/2262/text. 



Lessons from elsewhere? 

u  Frequency and slot allocation – using a ‘non-
tangible’ space resource for commercial 
purposes?

u  Terrestrial mining – but outer space is ‘global 
commons’, not subject to territorial 
sovereignty…

u  Deep seabed mining – would 1994 New York 
Agreement approach to UNCLOS III regime 
work for outer space?



Morning session 

u  Laying out the Land: current science, economics 
& law behind ‘space mining’

§  Fabio Favata on scientific aspects of asteroid 
exploration as undertaken & planned by ESA

§  Peter Marquez on asteroid exploitation as planned by 
Planetary Resources

§  Zhenjun Zhang on the Moon Agreement and its 
potential impact – or lack thereof – on ‘space mining’ 
& governance thereof

§  Giuseppe Reibaldi on informal discussion initiative



Intermezzo (directly after lunch) 

u  Presentation of awards for the 2nd ECSL Student 
Essay Competition on Space Law – “What is the 
current and what could be the prospective legal 
regime for non-orbital flights?”

1.  Isis de Moortel, Leuven University, Belgium
2.  Dimitra Stefoudi, Leiden University, Netherlands
3.  Georgia-Maria Kalogirou, National & Kapodistrian 

University of Athens, Greece



Afternoon session 

u  The main legal issues involved in ‘space 
mining’: a comparative approach

§  Ian Coles on national and international legal aspects of 
mining minerals on earth

§  Armel Kerrest on legal aspects of mining the ocean 
floor

§  Daniela Genta on commercial use of space resources 
– the approach to spectrum exploitation

§  Stephan Hobe on the specifics of space law vis-à-vis 
space mining: international versus national approaches



Chatham Rules! 


